Newsletter 73 : Don’t make the “negro kiss” disappear
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Dear reader,
The tree leaves are falling.
Autumn has begun. Everyone is
thinking of winter, but we, at
Prefamac, think of all the
goodies, and delicious foods. All
the delicious goodies going
through our machines, made by
top chocolatiers in romantic
Paris, with the most unctuous
Negro’s kiss, or on a chocolate
carpet just like Aladdin. And with
Belgium # 1, a thank you from
all of the Belgian people.
Enjoy your reading, and certainly
feast your eyes.
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director
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Flexibility trump!
The consumer wants innovation! Always more beautiful, and faster …
and certainly not at a higher price. At Prefamac, we have the answer to
all those needs. Enrobing, decorating, flipping, different colours,
everything is possible. With production lines of 400 mm up to 1.600
mm belt width. Speed, so high that products can hardly be seen with
the naked eye. On the photograph, you can see an enrobing machine
1.200 mm, an adjustable conveyor, a decoration machine, and finally,
various melting kettles to be able to switch easily from one colour to
another.
Click on more photos, where we show you some details of these
different machines, illustrating the whole system. More questions or
interest ? Send us an e-mail at info@prefamac.com with your specific
questions on this unique product.
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World Chocolate Masters Paris 2015
From 28 till 30 October 2015, Barry Callebaut organizes the World
Chocolate Masters in Paris. As always, Prefamac is also this year
‘golden sponsor’ of this event, and will place the Prefamac chocolate
machines at the disposal of all contestants. Twenty chef chocolatiers
will compete against each other. Every chocolatier has been
preselected in his/her country during the national qualifying rounds last
year. Talent, skills, creativity, flexibility, and even stress resistance...
these artists have to have it all. The winner not only receives a price in
money and other gifts, but also a Prefamac Compact moulding
machine. Who from Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, Poland,
Russia, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, the UK or the USA will win
? To us, they are all artists of a higher standard!
Choose more photos, where you can find some atmospheric images
of the past editions, and the machines that were used.

Delicious Negro kisses
“Hmmmmmm, how delicious! Large, small. Just white, milk or dark
chocolate. With extras, with lines, zigzag, or with nuts. Sooo divine. But
after Black Peter ... also Negro kisses are the talk of the town. How

they are called, is not important for the addicts, as long as they don’t
disappear from the shelves.
Click on more photos, where we show our industrial enrobing
machines (from 400 mm to 1.600 mm belt width), but also our enrobing
belts (18 or 28 cm), which are installed on the moulding or tempering
machines. With our cooling tunnel (LIGHT or POWER version), a lot of
negro’s kisses can be produced. The decorating machines complete
the entire chain.

Chocolate carpet
“Yes, this is certainly a chocolatoholic! Last week, he was invited to the
world record “largest chocolate carpet”. The Belgian company “Holle
Bolle Chocolaterie”, together with the citizens of Tongeren, made an
attempt to the largest carpet: 15 by 7 metres. Our machines were used
for this attempt. Afterwards, the carpet was efficiently broken into
pieces and sold for a good cause. The Belgian Centre for guide dogs,
and their guides were very pleased with this wonderful and ‘especially
delicious’ action. Thank you, Wendy, great idea right before Year’s
End!
At more photos, just a few pictures ... everyone was busy with nibbling
chocolate.

Belgium World Champion?
“Unique in history of our small country with only 11 million inhabitants :
Belgium became #1 on the Fifa ranking. We are proud as a peacock.
On to France next year ! Thank you, Mertens, De Bruyne and Hazard
for the beautiful goals. Thank you, Red Devils ! And the party
afterwards was really great.
Check out more photos, to have a taste of this great party.

